
1. You will
receive 2 boxes
in the shipment

This is what the
see-saw looks like
after set-up

2. You should have
all of the following
parts

3. Setup base first as
shown in picture

4. Pull three red arrow
indicated parts up until snap
pins are locked on both sides.
like this picture shows

5. find 2 base knobs on each side
and tighten 2 metel pieces firmly
for base stablization

5 A-5B each base has 2 height level
setups, can get more than 5 different heights.

5B5A

5A. Base
without.height
extension

5B. Base with.height
Extension.
Adjust pin levels
for different heights

#2(1pc)
#1(1pc)

#3(2pcs)

#3(2pcs)

6-7-8 Remove handle first, then open See-Saw’s
board as shown in pictures.
Squeeze latch handles the same time

to open this setction
first.

9 Flaten the board until latches
lock the board to open
position. Find metal
grooves here for
hooking the board
to base.

10. put board onto the
base by matching
grooves onto axles

Axles are
here

11-12-13 Use part #3 to lock board onto the
base. If you want to detach the board from the
base, just loosen the knobs and slide them away
from axles. Every time you slide #3s
do not forget to tighten them.

15-16 After board is on
The base, you can fully open
the rest of the board. Be
careful as the end boards may
swing down after you release
the latch lock handles

Squezee them
at the
same time

Squezee them
at the
same time

17. Open the two end boards all the way up until the
latchs lock them in a straight position.

After fully opening the board
You need to adjust the

See-Saw’s balance. 18. The balance adjustment knob
is on one side of the board close to
the base axle. Turn the knob
clockwise or reverse to change
board swing speed

18 con’t. The function of
the balance adjustment
is to compensate the
board swing weight to
match your dog’s
weight. This will be
especially the case if
small dogs and
beginners are using the
see-saw. This is the
uniqueness of our
design.

Now your See-Saw setup is
finished. If you want to take
down the See-Saw, just reverse
the steps to disassemble it
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